Something to be Aware of Regarding Medical
Postby High Priestess Maxine Dietrich » Tue Aug 21, 2018 8:25 pm
As most of you already know, Jews dominate the medical profession. The percentage of Jewish
physicians, and related is way out of proportion in contrast to Gentiles.
A physician, given their knowledge and such can easily commit murder. I've seen this myself
when I saw what they did to my grandfather who was conscious, aware and lucid when admitted
to the ER for mild chest pains. Within 2 days, he was dead.
Jewish Dr shot him full of drugs, then when he was unconscious, asked the family to sign
papers so "all life support could be withdrawn." Which they did. The combination of the drugs
obviously and knowingly reacted to cause his death when abruptly stopped.
Another incident, White couple was expecting a baby. Jewish doctor advised an abortion,
claiming the baby was "retarded." The couple went ahead and had their baby anyway. A little
girl who was 100% normal.
I got to reading this morning how a woman was told the heartbeat of her 10 week old fetus could
no longer be detected. The Dr stated the baby was dead and prescribed a drug to abort it. I
don't know whether the baby was really dead or not, but what if it wasn't?
I heard where a percentage of Jewish Drs have s quota, kill 1 in 10 of Gentile patients. The
Third Reich was aware of this sort of thing. Laws were enforced that Jews could no longer treat
Gentile patients, they could only treat their own.
If you or a loved one ever is diagnosed with anything serious like the above, always get a
second or even third opinion. Unbeknownst to the original Dr.
The medical profession is drastically and fast deteriorating.
If you have an illness, learn everything you can about it from as many sources that you can. If
ever prescribed any medications, learn everything you can about them before taking them.
Read all of the fine print. Do research on the internet, and from any sources you can.
My point in writing this is what if her baby (she wanted her baby and was grieving) was really
alive?
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Re: Something to be Aware of Regarding Medical
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Aug 21, 2018 9:21 pm

GP8 wrote:I have had people in my family go into hospitals and come out dead. My mom
used to work in a hospital, one of her relatives caught staph infection and died from it.. she
told me that she went into work one day to find her boss, who normally never does anything,
geared up in scrubs with gloves on and things. People were coming to inspect the hospital or
something I believe, and my mom didn't know yet that her aunt or whatnot was deceased
right around this time. She told me about another relative who ended up with alzheimer's
after waking up from anesthesia.
It IS important to take your health into your own hands as much as humanly possible.
Honestly though, I never considered that jews, or anyone in the medical field might try to kill
gentiles.. that's disturbing.
I already have thought of psychiatry in this sort of way though..

There are many ways to 'legally' kill people, and being a doctor is one of these ways. A doctor
can kill someone legally and get away with it. Having another jew lawyer, and they can jew their
way out of the consequences of said crime. They can also cause irreversible damage for
example with wrong medication.
They poison all of mankind, a little murder here and there, is nothing to them.
After all, "Doctors do mistakes too, Goyim."
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